
UNIT 1: BACK TO SCHOOL (TVĐ) 

I. LISTEN: Listen and decide whether the statements are true or False. (1 pt)  

L1(Listen) 

1.  Lan‟s English book is still at home  …………….. 

2. School to Lan‟s house is 300 kilometers  ……………. 

3. The movie theater is in the center of Ha Noi  …………….. 

4. School to the movie theater is three meters  ..……...……. 

L2 (Listen & read) 

1. Hoa‟s family name is Phan  …………….. 

2. Hoa is thirteen years old     ……....…….. 

3. Hoa lives at 13 Tran Hung Dao street    …………….. 

4. Hoa is talking to her teacher, Miss Lien    ………….. 

 

II.PRONUNCIATION: (0.5pt)choose the word whose main stress is different from 

that of the others 

1  .A. different B. empty C. pretty D. pollution   ………………….. 

2  .A. pagoda  B. vacation C. badminton D. potato   ………………….. 

3  .A. cabbage B. visit  C. apartment D. finish   ………………….. 

4  .A. appear  B. birthday. C. invite D. behind   ………………….. 

5  .A. moment B. geography C. hospital D. calendar   …………………. 

6  .A. party   B. favorite C. delicious D. comfortable  ………………….. 

7  .A. chemistry B. uniform C. distance D. address   …………………. 

8  .A. volleyball B. factory C. museum D. temple   …………………. 

9  .A. amazing B. routine C. stadium D. between   …………………. 

10.A. dangerous    B. difficult C. market D. intersection  …………………. 

 

III. MULTIPLE CHOICE: (1.5 pts)   

1.                    is it from your house to your school? About 5 km. 

A. How long  B. How  C. How far  D. How many ………… 

2. Jennifer lives in New York but her parents                        in Washington. 

A. still live  B. live still  C. live   D. A & C  ………… 

3. Basketball is different                       football. 

A. with  B. off   C. for   D. from  ………… 

4. When I am free, I always help my Mom                       the housework. 

A.with   B. for   C. about  D. on   ………… 

5. MrJame can‟t see you now. He‟s busy 

A. out    B. not at home C. not free  D. sick  ………… 

6. Her home                       is 19 Tran Hung Dao Street. 

A. address  B. ID number  C. nick name  D. telephone number………… 

7. Mr Long is a teacher and  

A. Am I, so  B. So you are  C. Are you, too D. I am, too  ………… 

8. Look! The bus  

A. coming  B. come  C. comes  D. is coming  ………… 

9. My new school is                       my old school 

A. bigger and more beautiful than  B. more big and more beautiful than    …………  

A. bigger and beautifuler than  D. more big and more beautifuler than   

10. We are                        class 7/1 

A. at    B. in   C. on    D. off   ………… 

11. How far is it from Hoa‟s house to school, Mai?  

A. yes, it is about 1 km   B. it is not very far, about 200 m.  ………… 

C. it about 1 km    D. No, it isn‟t very far 
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12.                          too meet you, Hoa. 

A. Please  B. Pleased  C. I‟m please  D. All are correct ………… 

13. Hoa is                        because she doesn‟t know anyone here. 

A. Worried  B. sad   C. unhappy  D. All are correct ………… 

14. Every day he                        the bus to work 

A. has   B. comes  C. catches  D. goes  …………  

15. Her                       of birth is on July 2
nd

 

A. day   C. date  C. place  D. name  ………… 

16. Hoa doesn‟t have                          friends in Ha Noi. 

A. any   B. some  C. much  D. none is correct  ………… 

17. My grandmother loves                        . She plants flowers and vegetables in the small garden 

behind her house. 

A. listening  B. climbing  C. fishing  D. gardening  …………  

18. My sister likes                      because she can play in the water and keep fit 

A. collecting  B. shopping  C. dancing  D. swimming  ………… 

19. Tom is very good                       playing the guitar 

A. for    B. at   C. about  D. of   …………  

20. Mr Brown                        reading books a lot because he finds this hobby interesting. 

A. enjoy  B. don‟t enjoy C.  enjoys  D. doesn‟t enjoys ………… 
 

IV. CAUTION SIGNS – WARNINGS: (0.5 pt). 

1. This sign means: 

A. Children are playing so drivers have to stop.  

B. Children have to go to school. 

C. Drivers need to drive slowly near a school  

D. Be careful when driving a student.  

2. This sign means: 

A. Do not make noise when exams are happening at this time. 

B. Stop talking in the classroom. 

C. Do not write anything in an oral examination. 

D. Avoid talking with strangers outside the classroom. 

3. This sign means: 

A. Stop staring at other students at school. 

B. Students must not hurt others at school.  

C. Teachers must not punish students at school. 

D. Students must do their homework before school. 

4. This sign means:  

A. Only students can park their bikes here. 

B. Only teachers can put their vehicles here.  

C. Parents can pick up their children here. 

D. School staff can park their vehicles here. 

5. This sign means: 

A. You should not say bad words at school. 

B. You can smoke outside school. 

C. You must not burn anything here. 

D. You are not allowed to smoke at school. 

 

V. CLOZE TEXTS: 

Passage 1 

My teacher, Miss Green, is a young lady of twenty-five. She is a pretty woman. She 

loves her pupils (1) _________. She never gets angry with them. Miss Green (2) 

_________ teaching her pupils. Sometimes she tells (3) _________ many interesting 
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stories. I like to listen to her stories (4) _________ they all help us to learn some (5) 

_________ lessons. Sometimes she takes us out (6) _________ a picnic. Whenever 

she takes us out, she tries to teach us something new. It is my dream that when I 

grow up I can become a good teacher like her. 

 

1. A. very many  B. very much  C. too   D. so 

2. A. enjoy   B. enjoying  C. enjoys  D. to enjoy 

3. A. we   B. they    C. I   D. us 

4. A. because   B. when  C. where  D. and 

5. A. use   B. useful  C. using  D. to use 

6. A. from   B. by    C. for   D. of 

Passage 2 

Dear Quan, 

My parents and I are having the best holiday of our life! We are in Vung Tau Beach, one of 

(1) ______ beaches in Vietnam. Although it is (2) ______ smaller than Quy Nhon Beach, 

and there seems to be more interesting things (3) ______ than in Quy Nhon. (4) ______, the 

people here seem to be friendlier than those in other cities. (5) ______ in the most modern 

hotel I have ever been. It‟s (6) ______ and cool, and many people say that it‟s the best hotel 

in this city. 

 

1. A. lovely B. the loveliest C. the lovely D. more lovely 

2. A. much B. more C. many D. most 

3. A. to do B. do C. and do D. doing 

4. A. However B. Because C. In addition D. Despite 

    5. A. We stay B. We are staying C. They stay              D. They are  staying 

6. A. deep B. large C. funny D. excited 

 

VI. READING COMPREHENSION 

Passage 1 

Lan is a new student in class 7C at Ly ThuongKiet school. She is from Bien 

Hoa and her parents still live there. She lives with her uncle and aunt in Ho Chi 

Minh City. 

Her new school in Ho Chi Minh City is different from her old school. Her new school has a 

lot of students and teachers. It is very large with many trees in the school yard. Her old 

school doesn‟t have many students and trees. Lan has many new friends in her class and in 

her school. She is very happy. 

                                                                                                                        TRUEor FALSE 

1. Lan comes from Ho Chi Minh City.        ............. 

2. Her new school is dissimilar to her old one.        ............. 

3. There are not many students in her old school.        ............. 

4. Lan doesn‟t have many new friends in her new school.        ............. 

5. The main topic is __________. 

A. Lan‟s daily life B. Lan‟snew school  C. Lan‟s school life  D. Lan‟s family  

6. The word „it‟ in line 4 refers to: 

A. Lan  B. her new school  C. the school yard  D. her old 

school  

 

Passage 2 

Hi! I am Hoa. My family name‟s Nguyen. I will be 13 next year. I live with 

my family in a small village in Ha Noi. My parents are workers and they work in a 

factory. Every day, they go to work early in the morning and come back home late in 

the afternoon. They go to work by motorbike. My school is not far from my house, 
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about one kilometer so I often go to school on foot. I hope my parents will give me a bike 

on my next birthday. In my free time, I like reading books and listening to music. 

Sometimes, I go shopping for my mother. I have an elder sister. She is Lan and she learns 

at Ha Noi National University. 

              TRUE or FALSE 

1. Hoa is at the age of 13 now.  ............. 

2. Her mother works as a nurse in a local hospital.  ............. 

3. Her parents ride a motorbike to work.  ............. 

4. Her parents will give Hoa a doll on her next birthday.  ............. 

5. The main topic is ___________ 

A. Lan and her family  B. Lan‟s activities in a day 

C. Her parents‟ jobs  D. Her school 

6. The word „elder‟ means 

A. younger B. bigger C. older D. better 

 

VII. WORD FORMS: (1.0 pt)  

1. The United States‟ Library of Congress is one of  the World‟s ................. libraries. 

(LARGE)  

2. Most of the students like .......................comics. ( READ ) 

3. The .................. is always at her desk to help the readers find their books. ( LIBRARY) 

4. Lan is absent because of her ……………............ ( sick )  

5. What is Mary‟s ......................... ( high )? 

6. Lien is ........................ because she misses her parents very much .( HAPPY ) 

7. There is a big TV set in my ............................  room. ( LIVE ) 

8. The nurse told Hoa to return to the .............................. room. ( wait ) 

9. Tu Hieu is one of the ......................... pagodas in Hue. ( OLD ) 

10. California is the ........................... largest state in USA. ( THREE ) 

11. ............................ water puppet shows are very famous. ( VIETNAM) 

12. Nam and Lan would like to visit many .............................places. ( DIFFER ) 

13. My uncle likes sailing and enjoys a ..............................outdoor life. ( HEALTH ) 

14. You should do morning exercises .......................... ( REGULAR ) 

15. What‟s the matter with your sister? – she has a …………...............( HEAD ) 

16. Remember to brush your ............................ after meals. ( TOOTH ) 

17. It is ........................ to maintain our health. ( IMPORT ) 

18. It‟s such a .......................... day! Will we visit our grandparents? ( BEAUTY ) 

19. Be ........................ with what you eat and drink. ( CARE ) 

20.  How .........................he plays tennis! ( GOOD ) 

  

VIII. WRITE: (2.5 pts) 

A. Rearrangement: (0.5 pt) 

1. school / How/ does / go /often / to / your sister/ ? 

→ ___________________________________________________________________. 

2. going to / We / are / visit / Hue / next Sunday / ? 

→ ___________________________________________________________________. 

 

3. travelling / What about / Xa Nu Forest / through/ together/ ? 

→ ___________________________________________________________________. 

4. is / her old school / bigger than / Her new school / ? 

→ ___________________________________________________________________. 

5. because she / Hoa / unhappy / is / and / misses her parents/ her friends 

→ ___________________________________________________________________. 

6. is it / from / to / How far / school / your house / ? 
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→ ___________________________________________________________________. 

7. on the farm / Hoa‟s father / in the countryside / works   

→ ___________________________________________________________________. 

8. like talking / I / evening walks / my neighborhood / around 

→ ___________________________________________________________________. 

9. the radio / television / and watching / Listening to / are also things / to do / I like 

→ ___________________________________________________________________. 

10.with her uncle / She / and aunt /in Ha Noi / lives 

→ ___________________________________________________________________. 

 

B. Transformation: (2.0 pts) 

1. Viet Nam has a lot of beautiful beaches. 

→ There ______________________________________________________________. 

2. Let‟s visit Hue tomorrow 

→ Why don‟t __________________________________________________________ ? 

3. How many floors are there in your school? 

→ How many floors _____________________________________________________? 

4. I like Spring best. 

→ Spring is ____________________________________________________________. 

5. Would you like to see a movie? 

→ What about __________________________________________________________? 

6. How much is this dictionary? 

→ How much does _______________________________________________________? 

7. Newspapers are larger than magazines. 

→ Magazines are ________________________________________________________. 

8. I get to work in half an hour. 

→ It takes ______________________________________________________________. 

9. It isn‟t important for you to finish the work today. 

→ You don‟t ____________________________________________________________. 

10.There are over eight hundred stamps in Nam‟s collection. 

→ Nam‟s collection ______________________________________________________.       

 

 

Unit 2: PERSONAL INFORMATION (TVQ) 

I. LISTEN: Listen to the CD and decide whether the statements are True or False: ( 

1.0pt) 

A. ( A4 / 21) 

 1. Tam invites Phong to see a movie with her.    __________ 

 2. Phong can‟t go with her.       __________ 

 3. The film starts at eleven o‟clock.      __________ 

 4. They‟ll meet at the gate of the movie theater.     __________ 

B. ( B4 / 25) 

 1. Hoa is thirteen now.       __________ 

 2. She doesn‟t live with her parents.     __________ 

 3. Her new school is nice.       __________ 

 4. She is worried because she has no friends in her new school. __________ 
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II. PRONUNCIATION: choose the word whose main stress is different from that of 

the others 

1. A. telephone  B. nervous  C. thirty  D. address 

2. A. personal  B. directory  C. invite  D. address 

3. A. birthday  B. invitation  C. information D. engineer 

4. A. imagine  B. September  C. repeat  D. party 

5. A. number  B. prefer  C. inform  D. tomorrow 

6. A. tonight  B. again  C. movie  D. goodbye 

7. A. moment  B. about  C. after  D. finish 

8. A. unhappy  B. people  C. April  D. theater 

9. A. conversation B. dialogue  C. worried  D. ordinal 

10. A. homework  B. housework C. welcome  D. tonight 

III. MULTIPLE CHOICE: Circle the correct option A, B, C or D: 

1. What„s your ____________? – 27 Au Co Street. 

A. nationality  B. address  C. name  D. telephone number 

2. For ________ information, please write your name, address and telephone 

number….. 

A. people   B. person  C. personal  D. personality 

3. I‟ll call you __________. 

A. later   B. again  C. soon  D. All are correct 

4. We‟ll meet at 6.45 p.m. ________________ 

A. Be late!  B. Don‟t be late! C. Late!  D. Don‟t late! 

5. ________ I speak to Mary, please? 

A. Can   B. Will  C. Must  D. Shall 

6. I‟m sorry. She‟s ______________ at present. 

A. at home  B. in the kitchen C. out   D. in the living room 

7. I often talk __________ my dad ____________ my class. 

A. to – about  B. about – to   C. up –about  D. to – on 

8. Please __________ her I‟ll call her again after 6 p.m. 

A. say   B. speak  C. tell   D. talk 

9. What‟s your _________________? 

A. day of birth  B. date of birth C. birthday  D. birthdate 

10. Long _____________ 15 on his next birthday. 

A. is   B. will is  C. be   D. will be 

11. Hoa doesn‟t have any friends ___________ she‟s nervous. 

A. so   B. because  C. but   D. and 

12.  My new school is _______________ my old school. 

A. bigger than  B. biger than  C. biger  D. bigger 

13. My birthday is ________ January 1
st
. 

A. in   B. at   C. on   D. for 

14. Would you like some coffee? – “ _________________.” 

A. Yes, please  B. Yes, I like it. C. Yes, I‟d love to D. You‟re welcome. 

15. In the _________ year, there are twenty – nine days in February. 

A. leap   B. new  C. tax   D. academic 
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16. The party will ____________ about three hours.  

A. start    B. last   C. end   D. past 

17. ____________, Helen. Do you happen to see my pencil case anywhere? 

A. Excuse me  B. Sorry  C. Hello  D. How do you do 

18. She‟ll be back at 6? Alright, I‟ll call again _________ 6. 

A. before   B. in front of  C. after  D. by 

19. I was born _________ the second _________ June. 

A. in - in   B. in - on  C. on - in  D. on – of 

20. Don‟t worry, I __________ you will be successful soon. 

A. sure   B. am thinking C. am sure  D. am think 

IV. CAUTION SIGNS – WARNINGS: 

1. This sign means:……………………… . 

 A. There is a coffee shop. 

 B. There is a bus stop. 

 C. There is a gas station. 

 D. There is a post office. 

2. This sign means: 

                 A. Do not pick flowers.   

   B. Do not stand here. 

   C. Do not wear shoes.   

   D. Do not walk on the grass. 

3. The sign warns:  

A. It‟s safe 

B. It‟s dangerous to our life 

C. No problems 

D. you can approach 

 

4. Look at this sign . This is the place where you can 

  A.  stop to entertain 

  B.  park your cars 

  C.  have a picnic 

          D.  not park here 
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5.What is the meaning of the text in the box? 

A. Don‟t wait in front of the doors. 

B. The doors are not in use. 

C. Make a queue in front of the doors. 

D. Please use other doors 

V. CLOZE TEXT: 

A. It‟s not easy (1) ________ an artist. If you want to be an artist, you must be 

good (2) _______ drawing.Ann is an example. She has a talent for drawing. Her teacher 

once said to her: “I think you (3) ___________ a famous artist one day. However, you 

have to work hard”. Every afternoon, she goes to the art club and she spends 3 or 4 hours 

a day (4) ___________drawing. In her free time, she has a picnic in the countryside or in 

the mountains and (5) __________pictures here. She is very interested (6) ___________ 

natural scenery.  

 

1. A. become  B. becomes  C. to become  D. becoming 

2. A. at   B. in   C. about  D. of 

3. A. are   B. will   C. will be  D. won‟t be 

4. A. practice  B. practicing  C. practices  D. to practice 

5. A. to draw  B. drawing  C. draws  D. draw 

6. A. on   B. in   C. for   D. to 

 

 B. Nga lives in the city (1) ________ her parents and two brothers. She lives (2) 

________14 Nguyen Tri Phuong Street. Her telephone number (3) ________38 290 374. 

On her (4) ________birthday, July 1st, Nga will be 14. She will (5) ________a small party 

for her birthday. She will invite some bestfriends to her house. They will eat pizza, fried 

chicken, cake and they will drink Coke. They will have a lot of (6) ________. The party 

will star at five o'clock and finish at eight. 

1. A. with  B. in   C. to   D. beside 

2. A. by   B.about  C.on   D. at 

3. A. are   B.is   C. will be  D. am 

4. A. last   B.present  C.next   D. now 

5. A. make  B.have  C.do   D. start 

6. A. fun   B.funny  C.time   D. happy 

VI. READING COMPREHENSION: 

A. Viet Nam‟s New Year is known as Tet. It begins between January twenty-first 

and February nineteenth. The exact date changes from year to year. Tet lasts ten 

days. The first three days are the most important. Vietnamese people believe that 

what people do during those days will influence the whole year. As a result, they 

make every effort to avoid arguments and smile as much as possible. Vietnamese 

people believe that the first person through the door on New Year‟s Day can bring 

either good or bad luck. Children receive lucky money as they do in other 

countries. 

TRUE or FALSE 

1. Tet occurs in late January or early February.   ____________  

2. People should not argue with each other at Tet.   ____________  

PLEASE STAY CLEAR OF THE DOORS 
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3. The first visitor on New Year‟s Day brings good or bad luck. ____________ 

4. Only children in Viet Nam get lucky money.   ____________ 

5. The word “ argument” is similar to __________ 

A. agreement  B. quarrel  C. conversation  D. 

information 

6. Why are the first three days the most important? 

A. Because they will influence the whole year. 

B. Children get lucky money on these days. 

C. They always bring good luck. 

D. They help avoid argument. 

B.Trung is a new student in class 7A. His full name is Pham QuocTrung. He is 13 years old 

now, but he will be next Monday, August 15
th

. He lives with his parents at 2/34 Nguyen 

Trai. His house isn‟t large but it‟s very comfortable. It has a bright living room, two lovely 

bedrooms, a modern bathroom and a big kitchen. There is a small yard in front of his house. 

His mother grows flowers and plants in the yard. According to him, his house is the nicest.  

                                   TRUE or FALSE 

1. His surname is Pham.       __________  

2. Trung‟s house is large and very comfortable.    __________ 

3. There are five rooms in his house.     __________ 

4. There is a small yard in front of his house.    __________  

5. The opposite of comfortable is __________ 

 A. uncomfortable B. good  C. bad   D. discomfort 

6. He _____________ his house. 

 A. loves  B. dislikes    C.hates  D. doesn‟t like 

 

VII. WORD FORM: 

1. Please fill in this form with your __________________ information. (people) 

2. You can get some useful contacts from a trade __________________. (direct) 

3. At the moment we have very little __________________ to go on. (inform) 

4. Don‟t be ____________! (lateness) 

5. Can I __________ to Vinh, please? ( speech) 

6. I am pleased to _________________ you that you have won first prize in this month‟s 

competition. (information) 

7. What‟s the date today? – April the ___________. (one) 

8. When‟s your _____________? ( birth) 

9. I always feel _____________ when seeing a dentist. (nerve) 

10. Are you ______________ about something? (worry) 

11. Alex is writing some __________________ cards to her party. (invite) 

12. I hope you will come and join the ________________. (funny) 

13. I _________________ some of my friends for my party next Saturday. (invitation) 

14. I am _______________ because I miss my old friends. (happiness) 

15. This book is ___________________ than that one. (beauty) 

16. What‟s her _______________? – She‟s ten. (old) 

17. Anna is very _______________, everyone loves her. (friend) 

18. Don‟t _______________, I‟m certain that you‟ll  have a lot of friends soon. (worried) 

19. Will you be _______________ tonight? (freedom) 

20. We go swimming ______________ a week. (first) 

 

VIII. REWRITE: 
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A. Rearrangement:  

1.your/ is/ What/ telephone number? 

→ ___________________________________________________________________. 

2.you go/ next Sunday/ Where/ will? 

→ ___________________________________________________________________. 

3.the film/ What time/ start/ will? 

→ ___________________________________________________________________. 

4.a party/ next week/ Her friend/ her birthday/ will have/ for 

→ ___________________________________________________________________. 

5. after six/ tell her/ call again/ Please/ I‟ll 

→ ___________________________________________________________________. 

6.starts/ on Monday morning/ The meeting/ at eight o‟clock 

→ ___________________________________________________________________. 

7.before exams/ often/ are/ Students/ nervous 

→ ___________________________________________________________________. 

8.to my house/ to invite/ would like/ for dinner/ I/ you 

→ ___________________________________________________________________. 

9.her uncle and aunt/ She/ 12 Tran Hung Dao street/ with/ lives/ at 

→ ___________________________________________________________________. 

10.a great time/ I/ will have/ hope/ at the party/ we 

→ ___________________________________________________________________. 

 

B. Rewrite the sentences without changing their meaning: 

 1. Her new school is bigger than her old school. 

  Her old school is __________________________________________________. 

  Her old school is __________________________________________________. 

 2. Hoa is not happy. 

 Hoa is ___________________________________________________________. 

 3. How old are you ? 

  What ____________________________________________________________. 

 4. Where does she live ? 

  What____________________________________________________________. 

 5. What‟s the distance between HCM City and Dalat ? 

 How _____________________________________________________________. 

 6. I am going to visit Pearl Harbor next week. 

  I _______________________________________________________________. 

 7. Be on time! 

  Don‟t ___________________________________________________________. 

 8. Sorry, Lan is out at the moment. 

  Sorry, Lan is ______________________________________________________. 

 9. What‟s your date of birth?  

  When ___________________________________________________________. 

 10. What‟s your mother‟s date of birth? 

  When____________________________________________________________. 

 11. The party will start at 5 p.m. and finish at 9 p.m. 

  The party will _____________________________________________________. 

 12. The meeting will begin at 7 a.m. and end at 12 p.m. 

  The meeting will __________________________________________________. 

 13. What‟s Tom‟s address? 

  Where ___________________________________________________________. 

 

 14. Who lives with Meg? 
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 Who(m) _________________________________________________________? 

 15. What‟s your phone number? 

  Can _____________________________________________________________. 

 16. I don‟t have any friends. 

  I have ___________________________________________________________. 

 17. How far is it from your house to the market? 

  What ____________________________________________________________. 

 18. There are forty students in my class. 

  My _____________________________________________________________. 

 19. Where were you born? 

  Where‟s _________________________________________________________. 

 20. This tree is taller than that one. 

  That tree ________________________________________________________. 

  That tree _________________________________________________________. 

 

 

UNIT 3: AT HOME (NGT) 

I. LISTEN: Listen to the CD and decide whether the statements are True or False 

(1p.t) 

A. Listen (Page 33) 

1. Hoa‟s father is a farmer.                                             _______ 

2. He works in a factory in a countryside.                     _______ 

3. Her mother isn‟t busy  because she is a housewife.  _______ 

4. She has a younger sister. She‟s eight years old.         _______ 

B. Listen (Page 35) 

1. Tom is 25 years old.                                                  _______                           

2. He is a teacher of high school.                                  _______ 

3. Susan is a journalist. He writes for a magazine.       _______ 

4. Bill is 12. He is nurse.                                              _______ 

 

II. PRONUNCIATION:  Choose the word whose main stress pattern is not the same 

as that of the others. (0.5pt) 

1. A. awful  B. empty   C. amazing  D. comfortable 

2.A. apartment   B. amazing    C. complain    D. awful 

3. A. delicious B. terrible  C. lovely    D.favorite 

4. A. horrible   B. compliment  C. hospital    D.expensive 

5. A. dryer    B. dishwasher   C. delightful   D.compliment 

6. A. delightful   B. furnished    C. apartment   D. complain 

7. A. cattle    B. expensive   C. delicious    D. amazing 

8. A. refrigerator B. apartment   C. suitable    D. delightful 

9. A. favorite   B.compliment   C. horrible    D. convenient 

10.A. shower  B. complain    C. dishwasher   D. comfortable 

 

III. MULTIPLE CHOICE (1.5pts.) 
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1.  What __________ beautiful picture! 

A. a   B. an    C. the   D. B &C are correct 

2. Don‟t ask Hoa for advice. She  ______ know what to do. 

A. will  B. will not  C. won‟t  D. B & C are correct 

3. I never drink__________orange juice for breakfast. 

A. much         B. a lot of   C. many          D. B & C are correct 

4. This building is the ______ in town.    

A. new   B. newer  C. newest        D. newest than 

5. His birthday is ______ June fifteen 

A. in   B. at    C. on   D. into 

6. Hoa ___________ a nice dress today. 

A. wear  B. wears  C. wearing  D. is wearing 

7. What time is it? - It  ___________ four fifteen. 

A. is   B. has   C. at   D. are 

8. They put the chairs   ___________  the middle of their garden. 

A. in   B. at   C. on   D. of 

9. He learns   ___________  badminton. 

A. playing   B. play  C. to play  D. plays 

10. In America, soccer is the usual word for  ___________. 

A. volleyball    B. football     C. basketball       D. baseball 

11. There  ___________  a sink, a tub and a shower in the bathroom. 

A. is   B. are    C. have  D. has 

12. ___________ take care of sick people. 

A. Doctor  B. Teachers  C. Farmers   D. Journalists 

13. Will you be free this afternoon? 

A. not at home    B. not busy     C. not late          D. back 

14. My parents work  ___________  the field. 

A. on   B. in   C. of    D. from 

15. ___________ a beautiful house! 

A. How  B. Why  C. What  D. Which 

16. They take care of us when our parents are away. 

A. look at  B. look into  C. look in  D. look after 

17. I have __________ good information for you. 

A. many  B. some  C. a             D. much 

18. France is __________ Belgium. 

A. more large than   B. the largest of       C. larger than        D. largest than 

19. I think London is __________ than Paris. 

A. more exciting          B. much exciting      C. most exciting   D. most excited 

20. Russia is ___________ country in the world. 

A. bigger than          B. the biggest          C. the bigger           D. biggest than 

 

 

IV. CAUTION SIGNS – WARNINGS (0.5pt) 
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1. What does this sign say? 

 

A. All traffic turn left. 

B. No left turn. 

C. No U-turn. 

 

D. Truck route to the left. 

2. What does this sign say?   

 

A. You can‟t stop 

B. You can stop 

C. You must slow down 

D. You mustn‟t slow down 

 

3. What does this sign say? 

 

A. You can park here 

B. You can‟t park here 

C. You can go into the street 

D. You can  do fast 

4. What does this sign say? 

 

A. You are not allowed to drive into this road 

B. You are allowed to drive into this road 

C. You are allowed to walk into this road 

D. This road is blocked  

5. What does the sign want us to do? 

 

A. You aren‟t allowed  smoking 

B. You are allowed smoking 

C. You aren‟t thrown away 

D. You are allowed throwing 

 

V. ClOZE TEST: (1.5pts) 

A. Many people think Superman is  the (1) ………… superhero. He can move 

(2)………….than a speeding bullet and is (3) ………….. than a railway engine. Superman 

comes from the planet Krypton (4)…………… people have the most advanced  powers in 

the universe. Superman can see through (5)……. ….thickest walls with his X-ray vision 

and he can (6)…………. things with his breath, which is colder than ice. 

1. A.  great  B. greatest  C. greater  D. the great 

2. A. fast  B. the fastest  C. faster  D. fastest 

3. A. powerful B. the powerful C. powerfuler D. more powerful 

4. A. what  B. where  C. who  D. when 

5. A. a   B. that   C the   D. this 

6. A. freeze  B. freezes  C. freezed  D. freezing 

 

B. Meet the Team of  Four. This is Iron-Arm Joe. He‟s really strong – stronger 

(1)…………. 30 elephants. Actually, he‟s the strongest boy (2)………. the world. Then 

there‟s Super-Brain Amy. She‟s (3)……….. than Joe, but  she‟s (4)………….. more 

intelligent. She can think faster than the most advanced computer. Next is Rapid Ruby. 

She‟s not as intelligent as Amy but she can (5)……………. faster than a cheetah. She‟s the 

fastest person on earth. Last we have Power beam Paul. He‟s not as strong as Joe, and he‟s 

slower than Ruby. But he can use (6)……………power beams – the most powerful electric 

rays in the universe. 

1. A. the  B. that   C. this   D. than 
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2. A. on  B. into   C. in   D. of 

3 A. weak  B. weaker  C. weakest  D. weaking 

4. A. many  B. more  C. much  D. A&B are correct 

5. A. move  B. moves  C. to move  D. moving 

6. A. amaze  B. amazed  C. amazes  D. amazing 

 

VII. READING COMPREHENSION (1.5pts) 

Reading 1: Gareth Ellis, is the youngest son of Alan, an engineer, and Kath, a nursery 

teacher. His older brothers want to work in banking and computers, but Gareth wants to be 

a clown. Two years later, both Alan and Kath get jobs with a famous circus and Gareth 

begins training to become a clown. He calls himself Bippo. They travel with the circus 

during the summer and return home for the winter. Gareth‟s brothers are old enough to look 

after the house while they are away. 

“I can‟t say everything is easy,” says Kath. “People ask about my education,” says Gareth, 

“but from the beginning, wherever we go, someone has always come to teach me. I follow 

the same books as everyone back at school and I have got a computer. I‟ve never fallen 

behind my classmates.”  

And in the future? There is no other way to teach Gareth about being a clown but they are 

happy to say it is working and they are enjoying it. And Gareth? He is going to be the main 

clown in a circus one day, perhaps “Bippo‟s circus” 

*True/ False. 

1. Gareth is the youngest son of Kath.      ___________ 

2. Alan‟s brother would like to work in banking and computers.   ___________ 

3. Alan‟s youngest son wants to train as a clown.    ___________ 

4. Gareth spends time travelling with the circus in the summer and winter.  ___________ 

*Questions. 

5. What would we learn about Gareth from the text? 

A. He does not enjoy school work.   B. He has a definite aim in life. 

C. He would like to be at home with his brothers. D. He wants to be the same as other 

boys. 

6. The underlined word “They” refers to 

A. Kath and Bippo  B. Alan and Kath  C. Gareth  D. Both B& C 

 

Reading 2: Mai is twelve years old and is a student at a secondary school in Nha Trang. 

She is not living with her family. Her parents are farmers. They work on the farm from 

morning till evening every day. She has got a sister and two brothers. Her sister is a student 

at a primary school. Her two brothers are twins. They are all students at a technical college. 

Trang is twenty years old and she is an engineer. She works in a chemical factory in Ho Chi 

Minh City. Her family is in Nha Trang. Her father is researcher and her mother is a lawyer. 

They both work in Nha Trang. Trang is the only child in the family. She hasn‟t got any 

brothers and sisters. 

*True/ False. 

1. Mai is twenty years old.        ____________ 

2. Her brothers are college students.       ____________ 

3. Trang‟s parents both work at a secondary school in Nha Trang.  ____________ 

4. Trang has got one child.        ____________ 

*Questions. 

5. What does the underlined word “They” refer to? 

A. Twins  B. A sister and two bothers  C. A sisters and twins D. Both  

B & C 

6. What is the passage about? 
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A.   The place Mai and Trang work.   B. Trang and Mai‟s family. 

C. Trang and Mai‟s daily routines.    D. Trang and Mai‟s daily activities. 

 

VII. WORD FORM:(1pts.) 

1.  I feel _______________ in that armchair. (comfort) 

2. What a _______________ living room! (love) 

3. Blue and red are my __________________ colors. (favor) 

4. Her kitchen has everything so it is very ______________. (convenience) 

5. What a _____________ day. (beauty) 

6. Is it ______________ to find an apartment in HCMC? (ease) 

7. Which is the most ______________apartment for you? (suit) 

8. I think the _________________ apartment will be the best for you. (cheap) 

9. She is the __________________ student in my class. (good) 

10. My house is _______________ than  yours. (small) 

 

VIII. WRITE: (2,5pts.) 

A. Transformation: (2pts.) 

1. This house is very nice. 

→ What ………………………………….………………..………………………….! 

2. The doctor takes care of sick people. 

→ The doctor …………………………………………………………………………. 

3. This apartment is cheaper than that one. 

→ That apartment ……………………………….……………………………………. 

4. No students in my class are better than Tuan. 

→ Tuan is ………………………………………..……………………………………. 

5. What is your favorite subject? 

→ What subject …………………………………….…………………………………..? 

6. What does he do? 

→ What is …………………………………….…………………………………………? 

7. There are a lot of trees in our school. 

→ Our school ……………………………………..……………………………………… 

8. The buildings in the big cities are more modern than the ones in the countryside. 

→ The buildings in the countryside are …………………..……………………………… 

9. How many rooms are there in your house? 

→ How many rooms ………………………….…………………………………………….. 

10. The kitchen is large and modern. 

→ It‟s a ………………………………………….…………………………………………… 

 

B. Rearrange: (0,5pt.) 

1. an / What / day / awful / ! 

→ ………………………………………….……………………………………………….! 

2. you / some orange juice / like / Would / ? 

→ ………………………………………….……………………………………………….? 

3. are there / your house / rooms / How many /in ? 

→ …………………………………………..……………………………………………….? 

4. me / your family / Tell / about / . 

→ …………………………………………….……………………………………………… 

5. She / from morning / works hard / till night/ 

→ …………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

6. have / any brothers or sisters / you / Do /? 
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→ …………………………………………………………………………………………… 

7. is / that one / more expensive / This house / than / . 

→ …………………………………………….……………………………………………… 

8. for you / I / some good news / have /. 

→ ……………………………………………..……………………………………………… 

9. you / when we come, / will call / We / . 

→ …………………………………………..………………………………………………. 

10. also the cheapest / is / Luckily, / the nicest apartment. 

→ …………….…………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 UNIT 4: AT SCHOOL (VVT) 

I. LISTEN: True or False  

1.B2/ page 48) 

1. Nga is talking to the librarian. 

2. She is finding the Physic book. 

3. The Math books are on the shelves on the left. 

4. The magazines are on the racks in the middle. 

1_________ 

2_________ 

3_________ 

4_________ 

2.B (Unit 4/ B2/page 48) 

 

1. Nga goes to the library in the afternoon.      

     2.  She wants to find the math books.                                                                       

     3. The magazines and newspapers are at the center of the library.                             

     4. Librarian helps Nga to find books.                                                                                                                    

1_________ 

2_________ 

3_________ 

4_________ 

3. ( Unit 4/ A5 page 44) 

1. Thu has English class on Monday. 

2. Thu has English at 9.40 on Thursday. 

3. Thu likes History because it‟s interesting. 

4. Hoa doesn‟t like Math because it‟s difficult. 

 

1_________ 

2_________ 

3_________ 

4_________ 

4. ( Unit 4/ B1 page 47) 

1. These shelves on the left have Math and Science books. 

2. Those shelves on the right have English books 

3. Those books at the back are History books 

4. The video room is next to the library 

 

1_________ 

2_________ 

3_________ 

4_________ 

II. PRONUNCIATION: Choose the words whose main stress pattern is not the same 

as that of the others. 

1. A. breakfast  B. important   C. dinner  D. supper 

2. A. activity   B. biology   C. geography  D. physics 

3. A. Wednesday  B. Thursday   C. cafeteria  D. Saturday 

4. A. Sunday   B. November   C. December  D. October 

5. A. important  B. favorite   C. funny  D. subject 

6. A. baseball   B. football   C. reader  D. economics 

7. A. physics   B. mathematics  C. morning  D. favorite 

8. A. teacher   B. activity   C. sister  D. journalist 
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9. A. reader   B. literature   C. magazine  D. novel 

10. A. basketball  B. physics   C. biology  D. history 

 

III. MULTIPLE CHOICE: 

 

1. We have four ……………… today: Math, History, English and music.  

A. classes  B. schedules   C. activities  D. classrooms  

2. I like English most. It‟s my …………... subject.  

A. interesting  B. favorite   C. important  D. difficult  

3. In …………… I  learn to cook  and what our bodies  need.  

A. Physics             B. literature   C. Home economics D. History  

4. What time  does  Hanh ..................... her  history class?  

A. study                    B. have   C. learns  D. to learn  

5. Hoa …….............. a nice dress  today.    

A. wear  B. wears   C. wearing  D. is wearing  

6. Thi has Physics …………........ Tuesday ....................7.30. 

A. on-at                     B. from-to   C. at-on  D. at- to  

7. …………….... racks have magazines and newspapers .  

A. That                      B. This   C. These  D. There  

8. Do you have magazines and .......................here?  

A. science book  B. newspapers  C. dictionary  D. novels 

9. You can find Math books ......................... the shelves ....................... the left. 

A. on-on  B. on-at                      C. in-on                     D. at-on 

10. In Geography, we study the world, ........................ rivers and mountains.  

A. its                        B. it‟s                       C. it   D. our  

11. English books are ...................... the back .....……………. the library. 

A. on-of                    B. at-of                      C. in-of.                D. of-in           

12. ................... do you have  physical education?  

A. When                   B. What                    C. How  D. Which 

13.  .................... can I  find a book, please? 

A. How                     B. What    C. Why  D. When   

14. You can find a book with the author ........................ the title. 

A. and                      B. or    C. about  D. at  

15. In the USA, students ........................ a school uniform. 

A. are not wearing  B. do not wear             C. is not wearing D. does not 

wear 

16. Lan likes ........................ a nice dress today. 

A. wear                     B. wears   C. is wearing  D. wearing  

17. What time is it? – it ….................... four fifteen. 

A. is                           B. are                        C. on.                     D. at  

18. They put the chairs ........................ the  middle of the garden .  

A. to                          B. at                         C. on.                  D. in   

19. He learns  ……............... badminton .  

A. playing                    B. play                  C. to play                 D. plays   

20. In American, soccer is the usual word for …………….......   

A. volleyball                 B. football                   C. basketball.            D. baseball  
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IV. CAUTION SIGNS – WARNINGS: (0.5pt) 

1. What does the sign say? 

 

A. You can smoke here. 

 B. Smoking is good for your health. 

 C. You mustn‟t smoke here. 

 D. Children oughtn‟t to smoke cigarette. 

 

2. What does the sign want us to do? 

 

 A. You should talk here. 

 B. You shouldn‟t talk here. 

 C. You can sing here. 

 D. You have to read book here. 

3. What does the sign say? 

 

A. They must sign in behind the office. 

B. They ought to sign to the left of the office. 

C. They have to sign in at the front office. 

D. They don‟t need to sign in. 

4. What does the sign want us to do? 

 

A. Don‟t run fast. 

B. Run so fast. 

C. Go slowly. 

D. Play on the street. 

5. What does the sign say? 

 

A. Don‟t run fast. 

B. Run so fast. 

C. Go slowly. 

D. Play on the street. 

6. What does the sign say? 

 

 

A. You should go to fast. 

B. You must go slowly. 

C. You don‟t have to go slowly. 

D. You can walk faster. 

 

7. What does the sign want us to do? 

 

A. Don‟t turn right. 

B. Don‟t turn left.  

C. Turn left. 

D. Turn right. 
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8. What does the sign say? 

 

A. Cars don‟t be allowed in this street. 

B. Allow to go in this street. 

C. Can go ahead. 

D. Can‟t turn left. 

 

 

9. What does the sign want us to do? 

 

A. The sign says: One way. 

B. You can‟t go in that street. 

C. You can go in that street.  

D. Choose A&B. 

10. What does the sign say? 

 

A. You can go in this street. 

B. You mustn‟t go in this street. 

C. You must walk in this way. 

D. You should go in this way. 

 

11. What does the sign want us to do? 

 

A. Don't turn right and round. 

B. You should turn left and round. 

C. Turn right and circle. 

D. Don‟t turn left and circle.  

 

12. What does the sign say? 

 

 

 

 

A. You can park here. 

B. You can‟t park here. 

C. No parking. 

D. Don‟t park here. 

13. What does the sign want us to do? 

 

A. Dressing-station (tram cap cuu) 

B. Hospital 

C. Nursing house 

D. Ambulance 

14. What does the sign say? 

 

A. You can turn left and round. 

B. You can‟t turn left and round13. 

C. Don‟t turn right.  

D. Don‟t turn left. 
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15. What does the sign want us to do? 

 

A. Turn right. 

B. Turn left. 

C. Don‟t turn right. 

D. Go straight ahead. 

 

16. What does the sign say? 

 

A. Can‟ t go in this way. 

B.  No traffic. 

C.  Traffic in this way. 

D. Choose A &B. 

17. What does the sign want us to do? 

 

A.  Don‟t be allowed to come there. 

B.  Allow to go there. 

C.  Can go near there. 

D. Can play near there. 

18. What does the sign say? 

 
 

A. Warn a deep hole near here.  

B. Notice a deep hole on this way. 

C. Don‟t be careful to a deep hole. 

D.  Choose A &B. 

19. What does the sign want us to do? 

 

A. Don‟t be permitted climbing up it. 

B. Allow to climb up it. 

C. Mustn‟t climb up it. 

D.  A&B are right. 

20. What does the sign say? 

 

A.  Speed in minimum with motorbikes. 

B.  Speed in minimax with motorbikes. 

C.  Slow speed. 

D. High speed. 

 

V. CLOZE TEST: 

Passage 1: 

Interviewer: Excuse me. Can I ask you some questions about this health club? 

Kien: Yes, of course. 

Interviewer: First of all. (1) _______ do you come to the health club? 

Kien: Because I feel fitter and healthier. 

Interviewer: Fine. And how can we make the health club (2) _______ than it is now? 
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Kien: Hmm. We need bigger (3) _______ rooms. They're the worst part of the club. Yes, 

they are the (4) _______ important thing for me. 

Interviewer: I see. What about the price? 

Kien: Yes, this is the most expensive club in the town. The Youth club is (9) _______ but 

it's cheaper. It is (6) ______ 30.000 VND a month. 

Interviewer: Good, thank you very much. 

1. A. What   B. Where   C. Why   D. How 

2. A. good  B. better   C. worse   D. bad 

3. A. change  B. changed   C. changing   D. to change 

4. A. most  B. more   C. least   D. last 

5. A. large  B. larger   C. the larger   D. the largest 

6. A. about  B. more   C. to    D. than 

Passage 2: 

Trang (1) _______ at the school library. It's only 8 o'clock but the library is very crowded. 

Although everybody is busy with their work, it's very quiet here. Some students (2) 

_______ computers to search the books they need. Some are borrowing books at the 

counter. The librarians are lending them the books. Most students (3) _______ the books 

they borrow to the reading room and reading them there. A few put the books in their bags 

and leave the room in a hurry: this is Trang's fifth time to the library. She never (4) _____ 

here to read books. She always comes to borrow and return the books. Trang feels sorry for 

the time she usually spend (5)_____ with friends at home on the phone. I will come here to 

study (6) ______ often this year, Trang said to herself. 

1. A. is   B. lives   C. stays   D. are 

2. A. use  B. is using   C. are using   D. uses 

3. A. bring  B. bringing   C. brings   D. to bring 

4. A. sit  B. sits    C. sitting   D. to sit 

5. A. chat  B. chats   C. chatting   D. to chat 

6. A. more  B. most   C. little   D. few 

VI. READING COMPREHENSION: 

Passage 1 

Hi, I am John and this is my son, Mike. He learns at a big school near our apartment. He 

goes to school from Monday to Friday and doesn‟t go to school on the weekend. At school, 

he studies many things. He is very interested in Math and Chemistry because they are his 

favorite subjects. At recess when his classes finish, Mike often plays basketball and he 

plays it very well. He sometimes plays football, too. In his free time, he always listens to 

music and learns how to sing. He hopes he will become a Pop singer in the future. 

True or False. 

1. Mike‟s school is not very big.       _____________ 

2. He doesn‟t have classes on the weekend.     _____________ 

3. He studies many things except for Math and Chemistry.   _____________ 

4. At recess, he can only play basketball.      _____________ 

5. Which of the following sentence is incorrect? 
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A. Mike‟s apartment is close to his school. 

B. Mike has to go to school 5 days a week. 

C. Mike loves playing sport at recess. 

D. Mike loves singing but he doesn‟t want to be a singer. 

6. Which word has the closest meaning to the word “things”? 

A. schools   B. subjects   C. classes  D. times 

 

Passage 2 

Dear Peter 

Thank you for your letter. It‟s very interesting to know schools in the USA. I think school 

in Viet Nam are a little different. Vietnamese students usually wear school uniform when 

they are at school. Classes start at 7.00 each morning and end at 11.15. Students have a 30-

minute break after three periods. At break, many students play games. Some go to the 

canteen and buy something to eat or drink. Others talk together. Our school year lasts for 

nine months, from September to May. Then we have a three-month summer vacation. 

Please write soon and tell me about your summer vacation. 

Your friend, 

Hoa 

             True or False 

1. Schools in Viet Nam are the same as school in the USA.    ___________ 

2. Students have a break after the second period.     ___________ 

3. The school year begins in September.       ___________ 

4. Summer vacation lasts for three months.      ___________ 

5. Which of the following sentence is incorrect? 

A. The difference between schools in Vietnam and in the US is just a little. 

B. Students in Vietnam don‟t have to wear uniform. 

C. Break time usually lasts for 30 minutes. 

D. The school year starts from September. 

6. What is the main idea this letter? 

A. This is a thank-you letter. 

B. A day of a student in Vietnam. 

C. Some differences between schools in Vietnam and USA. 

D. What students usually do in the 3-month vacation. 

 

VII. WORD FORMS:  

1. Talking with friends are the most common ways of ____________. (relax) 

2. The United States‟ library of congress is one of the world‟s ____________ libraries. 

(large) 

3. The ____________ is always at her desk to help the readers find their books. (library) 

4. Tran Van Cam is my favorite ____________. He is famous for the painting “Little Sister 

Diep”. (art) 

5. Tra Giang is  one of the famous __________ of VN many people love her.(act) 

6. I think that good knowledge of arts and music is a __________ for anyone. (necessary) 

7. The __________ she gave last night was marvelous. (perform) 

8. The Dan Bau is a Vietnamese traditional __________ instrument. (music) 

9. Peter has received a letter of _________ to see a water puppet show this Sunday. (invite) 

10. English is an __________  and important subject. (interest) 

11.If you want to have a___________ body you should play sport. (health) 

12. Vietnam is ___________ from Thailan. (difference) 

13. Uniforms are ____________ in remote areas. (popular) 

14. What‟s your _______________ subject at school.( favor) 

15. He plays soccer________________. (beauty) 
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16. Hoa is the ________ student in her class. (good) 

17.  I don‟t like pop music because it is not as _________ as rock and roll. (excite) 

18. This dictionary is very __________ for you to learn English. (use) 

19. AIDS is a ____________ disease. (danger) 

20. ____________ is the art of taking and processing. (photograph) 

 

VIII. WRITE:   

A.Transformation:  

1. There is not a Math  class today. 

→ We don‟t  ___________________________________________________________.  

2. There is a big library in Lan‟s school.  

→ Lan‟s school _________________________________________________________.  

3. I like  Physics more than any other subjects. 

→ Physics is my ________________________________________________________. 

4. Which subject do you like best? 

→ What _______________________________________________________________. 

5. Going swimming in the summer is very interesting. 

→ It‟s _________________________________________________________________. 

6. Math is a more difficult subject than other ones. 

→ No subject is _________________________________________________________. 

7. In my timetable, there isn‟t English class on Tuesday. 

→ I have _______________________________________________________________.  

8. I like English most. 

→ My favorite subject ____________________________________________________. 

9. Our recess lasts for thirty minutes. 

→ We have _____________________________________________________________. 

10.Her classmate enjoys learning English. 

→ Her classmate is ________________________________________________________. 
 

B. Rearrangement:    

1. I / around. / I / learning, / often / everything / when / forget / am 

→ ______________________________________________________________. 

2. I / can / take / book / that / from / shelf, / librarian? / a 

→ ______________________________________________________________. 

3. of / care / yourself, / sister. / take / younger 

→ ______________________________________________________________. 

4. Chemistry / English, / have / and / today. / I / Math 

→ ______________________________________________________________. 

5. often/ reads / he / dinner. / newspaper / after 

→ ______________________________________________________________. 

6. Literature / will / at / forty. / our / class / start / eight 

→ ______________________________________________________________. 

7. tomorrow. / will / go / school / we / not / to 

→ ______________________________________________________________. 

8. I/ not / am/ the / housework./ doing 

→ ______________________________________________________________. 

9. Do / like/ Minh? / English / Geography / or/ you  

→ ______________________________________________________________. 

10. studying / are / Computer Science / now./ we 

→ ______________________________________________________________ 
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UNIT 5: WORK AND PLAY (AL) 

 

I. LISTEN: Listen and decide TRUE or FALSE: 

 

A. (A1/P51) 

1. Mai goes to school five days a week.    _____________
 

 

2. She is interested in Science.     _____________  
 

3. She thinks Geography is not easy.     _____________
  

4. Her last lesson is English.      _____________ 
 

  

B. (B1/56) 

1. The bell rings at twenty-nine past nine.   _____________  

2. Some girls are skipping-rope.      _____________  

3. Most of students are playing catch.    _____________  

4. The most popular activity is drinking at recess.  _____________  

 

II. PRONUNCIATION: Choose the word whose main stress pattern is not the 

same as that of the others: 

  

1. B. A. recess  B. baseball   C. earphone  D. marble 

2. A. candy   B. drawing    C. activity   D. packet 

3. A. important   B. different    C. energetic   D. easy 

4. A. electronic   B. appliance    C. computer   D. event 

5. A. equation   B. experiment   C. librarian   D. calculator 

6. A. history   B. geography   C. chemistry   D. physics 

7. A. cafeteria   B. uniform    C. civics   D. subject 

8. A. reader   B. magazine    C. dictionary   D. newspaper 

9. A. receive   B. contain    C. study   D. advise 

10. A. expensive   delicious    C. interesting  D. amazing  

 

III. MULTIPLE CHOICE:  

1. Would you like to __________ in a football match? 

A. take  B. get   C. join   D. make 

2. In Chemistry, we learn __________ to do experiment with chemicals. 

A. how  B. where  C what  D. why 

3. It‟s raining. You should stay __________. 

A. outdoor  B. outdoors  C. indoors  D. indoor 

4. They never have time to play a whole game __________ recess. 

A. in   B. on   C. for   D. at 

5. They often practice __________ goals after school. 

A. to score  B. score  C. scoring  D. scored 

6. She‟s good _________ designing clothes. 

A. in   B. on   C. at   D. for 

7. The students are all happy when playing __________ games. 

A. excite  B. excited  C. exciting  D. excitement 

8. We‟re playing _________ in the school  yard.  

A. catch  B. catching  C. caught  D. to catch 

9. We go to school five days ________ 

A. a week  B. in a week  C. on a week  D. at a week 

10. We study about different countries in the _________ class. 

A. History  B. Geography C. Math  D. Literature 

11. In Science class, students __________ some experiments. 
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A. do   B. play  C. work  D. make 

12. We write essays and learn about books in ________ 

A. Literature  B. Math  C. science  D. History 

13. After break, everyone goes __________ and classes start again. 

A. indoor  B. indoors  C. outdoor  D. outdoors 

14. The girls are __________ rope at recess. 

A. playing  B. doing  C. working  D. skipping 

15. American students take part __________ different activities at recess. 

A. on   B. at   C. of   D. in 

16. Eating and talking with friends are the __________ ways of relaxing at recess. 

A. more common B. most common C. best common D. much more 

common 

17. Some students have portable CD players __________ small earphones. 

A. at   B. with  C. of   D. in 

18. When do you play sports? - __________ 

A. I play sports after school.   B. I play sports with friends 

C. I play sports at school              D. I play sports once a week. 

19. The yard is very __________ during recess. 

A. quiet  B. calm  C. noisy  D. boring 

20. What does Hoa learn about in Physics? 

A. She learns about how things work  B. She learn experiments 

C. She learns things work              D. She learns graphs   

 

IV. CAUTION SIGNS – WARNINGS: 

 

1. What does the sign say? 

 

A. Do not water the grass.   

B. Do not walk on the grass.  

C. Do not pick flowers. 

D. Do not grow vegetables. 

2. This sign mean 

 

A. No jogging.  

B. No chatting.  

C. No walking.  

D. No swimming. 
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V. CLOSE TEXT:  
A.  How do the astronauts live and work in space when they always float? 

Every day, astronauts (1) ______ research, clean and fix the space (2) _______. When 

they work outside, they have to wear spacesuits. (3) ________ when they are inside, 

astronauts wear clothes like we do (4) ________ Earth. Doing exercise in space is 

different, too. It‟s easier to lift (5) _______ things because the gravity seems weaker. 

That means (6) _______ have to use special exercise equipment. After work, 

astronauts love watching the stars, the Moon and the Earth, and talking to their 

families. Life in space is really different from ours on Earth. 

 

1. A. make    B. do    C. play   D. study 

2. A. station    B. house   C. port  D. stop 

3. A. And    B. However   C. Then   D. But 

4. A. for    B. to    C. on    D. with 

5. A. heavy    B. strong   C. weak   D. light 

6. A.it     B. its    C. they   D. their 

 

  B. Books play a very (1) _______part in our life.It‟s true that every family (2) 

________ books. We can see books everywhere. We can learn many things (3) ______ 

books. Books help us in self-education and deciding problems in life. Today, there are a 

lot of public (4) _________in our country and all people have the right to go to use 

them. Each year hundreds of (5) ________ books for children appear in Vietnam. The 

books are very interesting (6) _________ children like reading them very much. 

3. What does the sign show? 

 

A. An on power icon  

B. Anoff power icon  

C. A cut-out circle  

D. An on/off power icon 

4. What does the sign mean? A. Do not touch. 

B. Do not sell foods and drinks. 

C. Donot eat and drink here. 

D. Donot drink water. 

 

5. What does the sign say? 

 

A. Eat and drink here. 

B. Do not smoke here. 

C. Do not enter here. 

D. Keep this area litter free. Tuyensinh247.co
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1. A. good    B. bad   C. interesting  D. important 

2. A. have    B. has    C. to have   D. having 

3. A. with    B. of    C. from   D. in 

4. A. schools    B. libraries   C. houses   D. stadiums 

5. A. new    B. old    C. interested   D. pretty 

6. A. and    B. but    C. or    D. when 

 

VI. READING COMPREHENSION: Write True or False 

A. Vietnamese schools will change a lot in the future. Now, many schools still use 

blackboard. Teachers teach the lesson and students learn from books. In the future, 

nearly every school will use interactive whiteboards. Most classes will have projector to 

show the lessons. Students won‟t need pens and paper because they will use laptops or 

smartphones. Online learning will be very popular and many schools will use e-books 

and digital libraries. Students won‟tneed to go to school every day because they will 

learn online. The way Vietnamese students learn will be different in the future. 

 

TRUE OR FALSE 

1. Not many schools will use interactive whiteboards 
 _____________________ 

 

2. Most classes will show the lessons with a projector. 
  _____________________  

3. Most students won‟t use laptops or smartphones. 
  _____________________  

4. Students will have to go to school every day.  
 _____________________  

 

CHOOSE THE WORDS A, B, C, or D 

5. The passage is about _________ 

A. Vietnamese school in the future.  B. Vietnamese students in the future 

C. Modern classroom. D. Technology 

6. What does the word “they” refer to? 

A. schools   B. students   C. classrooms   D. books 

 
B. I am Linh and this is Nam, my younger 

brother. I learn at Tran Phu secondary school and Nam learns at Le Loi primary 

school. Everyday, we get up at 5.30 and do morning exercises and play volleyball 

to 6.15. after that, we have breakfast at 6.30 and go to school at 6.45. I learn a lot 

of subjects such as English, Literature, Math, Geography, Chemistry and other 

subjects. English and Literature are my favorite subjects. In the afternoon, I do my 

homework, the housework and play table tennis with my younger brother. I often 

go to the school library on Thursday afternoon or on Saturday afternoon to read 

reference books there. 

C.  

 TRUE OR FALSE 

1. Linh‟s brother studies at a primary school.    _____________ 

2. They usually do morning exercises and play basketball    _____________         

 in the morning. 

3. One of her favorite subjects is Math.     _____________ 

4. Linh sometimes goes to the library to read reference books.  ______________ 

  

 

CHOOSE THE WORDS A, B, C, or D 

5. The passage is about ____________ 

A. Linh‟s housework. B. Linh‟s subjects C. Linh‟s routine  D. Linh‟s school 
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6. What does the word “there” refer to? 

A. school    B. house   C. library   D. classroom 

 

VII.  WORD FORM:  

1. The school yard is always _______________ at recess. (noise) 

2. During recess we play many games and it is a really __________ recess. (excite) 

3. That _________________ paints beautiful pictures. (art) 

4. In Electronics, we learn to repair ___________________ appliances. (house) 

5. Students take part in different __________________ at recess. (act) 

6. Eating and talking with friends are the most common ways of ____________. (relax) 

7. Ba will be a _______________ artist one day. (fame) 

8. Nam is very _________________ in History and Geography. (interest) 

9. The _______________ students often play soccer and basketball. (energy) 

10. Students feel happy and _____________ during recess. (excite) 

 
VIII. WRITE: 

A. Transformation: 

1. She likes Physics best. 

Her _______________________________________________________. 

2. He has a letter from his American pen pal. 

His American pen pal _________________________________________. 

3. His younger brother isn‟t interested in watching cartoons. 

 His younger brother doesn‟t ____________________________________. 

4. Tomatoes are 10.000 dong. 

Tomatoes ____________________________________________________. 

5. Our house is older than any other house in the living center. 

 Our house is __________________________________________________. 

6. Lan is the youngest of the three sisters. 

Lan has ______________________________________________________. 

7. At recess we like talking best. 

 Talking is the most ____________________________________________. 

8. There are eight hundred stamps in Hoa‟s collection. 

Hoa‟s collection has ____________________________________________. 

9. Mr. Hoang walks to work for half an hour. 

 It takes ______________________________________________________. 

10. What subject do you like best? 

What‟s _______________________________________________________? 

 

 

B. Rearrangement: 

1. at recess/ take part in/ different/ Students/ activities. 

 ____________________________________________________________________ 

2. famous people/ and/ events/ In History/ we/ learn about. 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 

3. Physics class/ experiments/ We/ do/ often/ in. 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 

4. Geography/ very interesting/ it is/ My favorite/ is/ subject/ because/ and important. 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 

5. Everyone/ rings, / and classes/ When/ begin again/ goes indoors/ the bell. 

 ____________________________________________________________________ 

6. and write/ We/ literature/ in/ learn about/ books/ essays. 
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 _____________________________________________________________________ 

7. Susan/ drawing/ good at/ is/ very. 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 

8. have/ four classes/ often/ at school/ We/ in the morning. 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 

9. how/ her Science class/ experiments/ learns/ in/ to do/ She. 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 

10. enjoys/ household/ Ba/ repairing/ appliances. 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

UNIT 6: AFTER SCHOOL (NQ) 

I.  LISTEN:  

 A.        TRUE or FALSE 
1. Hoa is doing thehousework        _____  

2. Today is Sunday         _____ 

3. Ba is in the music room.        _____ 

4. Minh usually meets his friends and does his homework with them  _____ 

 

 B.         TRUE or FALSE 
1. Nga is a member of stamp collector‟s club      _____  

2. Ba gets American stamps from Liz       _____ 

3. Stamp collector‟s club meets on Thursday.      _____ 

4. Nam never plays games        _____ 

 

II. PRONUNCIATION: 

1.  A. relax   B. homework  C. Sunday  D. music  

2.  A. popular   B. practice  C. along  D.volleyball  

3.  A. homework   B. enjoy  C. after  D. library 

4.  A. survey   B. different  C. anniversary D. present 

5. A. model    B. pastime  C. rehearsing  D. sporty 

6. A. community    B. comics  C. circus  D. president 

7. A. entertainment  B. collector  C. cafeteria  D. afternoon 

8.  A. instrument   B. together  C. teenager  D. restaurant 

9. A. organization  B. assignment C. relax  D. tomorrow 

10. A. anniversary  B. wedding  C. welcome  D. housework 

 

 

III. MUTIPLE CHOICE: 

1. Would you like _____________ to the market?  

 A. go   B. goes  C. going  D. to go 

2. What about __________ to the cafeteria? – I‟m sorry. I can‟t.  

 A. goes  B. go   C. to go  D. going 

3. ________ does she go to the library? – 3 times a week. 

 A. How much time B. How often  C. How many times  D. How long 

4. How  about _________ to the concert?  

 A. go   B. goes  C. going  D. to go 

5. Nam is not very  sporty. He __________ plays any sports.  

 A. always  B.often  C.never  D.usually 

6. Let‟s___________ to my house.  

 A. go   B. goes   C. going   D. to go 
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7. We‟re going to play badminton. Why don‟t you come __________?  

 A. in    B. across   C. out    D. along 

8. Minh __________ watching cartoon at home.  

 A. likes   B. enjoys   C. is interested in  D. all are correct 

9. Thank you __________ your invitation . 

 A. of    B. about  C. for   D. to 

10. Let‟s __________to the cinema.  

 A. go   B. goes  C. going  D. to go 

11. What  about __________ to the zoo?  

 A. go   B. goes  C. going  D. to go 

12. Ba  ___________the guitar at the moment 

A.practice  B. practices  C. is practicing D. to practice 

13.Would you like to come to Lan‟s house? - ____________ 

 A. Yes, I do  B. I‟d love to  C. Yes, I like  D. OK. I‟d like 

14. They  have a thirty- minute  break everyday.      

A. recess                    B. school day           C. class                 D. lesson 

15. My brother  knows how to repair the guitar.   

A. use                        B. play                      C. fix                       D. practice 

16 .Hoa  is very good __________ writing essay.      

A. of   B. in   C. at   D. for 

17. The shelves on the ___________ have math and science books.   

  

A. left   B. middle  C. front  D. back  

  

18. Mai  should __________ speaking English before you go to England.    

A. practices  B. practicing  C. to practice  D. practice 

19. His younger brother  ___________ playing soccer.   

A. enjoys  B. is interested in C. is fond of  D. all are correct 

20. Why don‟t we ____________  to the radio? 

A.listen   B. listening   C.is listening  D. listens 

 

 

 

 

 

IV. CAUTION SIGNS – WARNING: 

 

1. What does the sign say? 

 

 

 

A. Soccer is not for adult 

B. Healthy sport 

C. No playing soccer alone 

D. No playing soccer here 

 

2. What does the sign say? 

 

 

A. Bus station 

B. Parking lot 

C. Helping old people 

D. Sit down 
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3. What does the sign say? 

 

A. Put the litter into the bin 

B. Don‟t keep tidy 

C. Throw paper here 

D. No litter 

 

4. What does the sign say? 

 

A. No hospitals 

B. Drive slowly 

C. There‟s a hospital near here 

D. Accident alert 

 

5. What does the sign say? 

 

A. There‟s an escalator 

B. Escalator down 

C. Go upstairs 

D. Escalator up 

 

 
 

 V. CLOZE TEST: 

A. It is a quarter  past  five. The students (1) …………. QuangTrung school come 

out of their classrooms. Many of (2) ………… go home. Some other students sit in the 

cafeteria and wait for their parents. The students take (3) …….…… in many different 

after-school activities. Some students stay at school and play sports.  They (4) ………… 

their clothes and play soccer or table tennis. Now and then they go swimming. 

Not all after-school activities are sports. There is a music and drama society. 

Members of this group practice (5) …….…… musical instruments or rehearse for a play. 

Some students try to help the community. They learn (6) …..…… to do first aid. 

They all  enjoy working together. 

1. A. for   B. on   C. of   D. by 

2. A. They  B. their              C. them                     D. theirs 

3. A. like               B. join                C. look                      D. part 

4. A. change          B. put              C. take                       D. ask 

5. A. playing         B. play               C. to play                  D. played 

6. A. why              B. what              C. which                    D. how 

 

B. You (1) …….…… change the world with the daily interactions you have with 

your family, friends, and people in your community. You do not have to go far (2) 

………… find someone who needs your help. There are (3) ………… in all 

communities that help the homeless, provide support for old people, provide daycare for 

families that are (4) …..…… a hard time or build houses for those in (5) …..…… There 

is a huge need for teens that are (6) ….…… to help. 

1. A. can                     B. have                      C. go                       D. do 

2. A.on   B. to                          C. form                    D. with 

3. A. organization           B. building         C. organizations      D. house 

4. A. find                    B. take                      C. join                      D. having 

5. A. need                  B find                        C. time                     D. poor 

6. A. young               B.willing                    C. lazy                    D. strong 

VI. READINGCOMPREHESION: 
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A. Vietnamese students take part in different after - school activities. Some students 

play sports. They often play soccer,   badminton or marbles. Sometimes they go 

swimming in the swimming pools. Some students like music, drama and movies. They 

often practice playing musical instruments in the school music room. They join in the 

school theater group and usually rehearse plays. Some are members of stamp collector’s 

club. They also get together and talk about their stamps. A few students stay at home and 

play video games. Most of them enjoy their activities after school.  

    True or False 

1. After school, Vietnamese students join in many activities.   ______   

2. They dislike playing sports after school.     ______         

3.  They sometimes go swimming in the river.     ______ 

4. Some students collect stamps when they have free time after school.  ______ 

CHOOSE THE BEST OPTIONS 

 5. “Some are members of stamp collector’s club” means: 

 A. Some students buy stamps for the club B. Some students collect stamps 

 C. Some students get stamps from the club D. B and C are correct 

 6. What is the passage about? 

 A. Vietnamese students like sports  B. Not many students like music 

 C. After-school activities in Viet Nam  D. School in Viet Nam 

 

B. Mark‟s pastimes are reading comic books and collecting stamps. He is the 

president of the stamp collector‟s club of his school. On Sunday afternoons, he and his 

friends get together and talk about their stamps. When they have any new stamps, they 

usually bring them to school. Mark‟s American friend, Tom, gives him a lot of American 

stamps. On Saturday mornings, he usually plays sports. He plays volleyball, tennis and 

basketball. He is very sporty. 

 
    True or False 

1. Mark doesn‟t like reading comic books and collecting stamps.  ______                     

2. He likes collecting stamps.                                                        ______ 

3. He and his friends talk about their stamps on Sunday evenings  ______ 

4. He doesn‟t enjoy sports.                                                                     ______                                          

 

 

CHOOSE THE BEST OPTIONS 

5. “He is very sporty” means: 

A. He likes sports    B. He plays sports 

C. Playing sports is one of his interests D. A, B, C are correct 

6. What is the passage about? 

A. Mark‟s free-time activities   B. Mark is a stamp collector 

C. Marks enjoys playing sports  D. Mark and his friends 

 

VII. WORD FORMS: 

1. Phuong has a lot of friends because she is ………………. (friend) 
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2. ……………….. all your trash and put it in the trash bin .(collection) 

3. Nam usually lies on the couch and watch tv in his free time. He is not 

very……………… (sport) 

4. They have…………………. characters but they are close friends. (difference) 

5. I often go to the …………………..to read books in my free time. (librarian) 

6. Ms.Hai is a nice…………………… (library) 

7. They are …………… a play for their school anniversary celebration at the moment. 

(rehearsal) 

8. It‟s time for you to ….……………… after a hard working day. (relaxation) 

9. Thanks for……………………… me to your great birthday party. (invite) 

10. Ba  has a lot of stamps. He  is a stamp ……………………. (collect) 

11. Studying English is not very ……………………… (difficulty) 

12. What an …………………day! (enjoy) 

13. All children should play outdoors and ………………………. their social skills. 

(development) 

14. You may be interested in the …………………….. of different cultures. (traditional) 

15. Lan will …………………..some of her friends to her birthday next week. 

(invitation) 

16. I‟m ………………… in playing badminton. (interest) 

17. Most of my friends are pleasant but some of them are ………………………… 

(friend) 

18. Johnny has a beautiful ………………………. of foreign stamps. (collect) 

19. We feel ………………………. after a trip in Da Lat . (relax) 

20. How ………………………. the kitchen is ! (amaze) 
 

VIII. WRITE: 

A. Transformation: 

1. Why don‟t we play volleyball? 

 Let‟s………………………………………………………………………….. 

2. Let‟s go to the school cafeteria. 

 What about…………………………………………………………………… 

3. What about going to the movies? 

 Why don‟t …………………………………………………………………… 

4. I enjoy playing the piano. 

 I am ……………………………………………………………..................... 

5. Remember to brush your teeth after meals. 

 Don‟t ……………………………………………………………………….. 

6. Children shouldn‟t stay up late. 

 Children ought……………………………………………………………….. 

7. Next Sunday is Hoa‟s birthday. 

 Hoa…………………………………………………………………………… 

8. Nga wants to go to the library now. 

 Nga would …………………………………………………………………… 

9. He is never late for school. 

 He always ……………………………………………………………………. 

10. Ba receives a lot of stamps from Liz. 

 Liz ……………………………………………………………………………. 

11. Why don‟t you listen to music? 

 How about……………………………………………………………………... 
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12.  Let‟s play chess tonight. 

 Why don‟t we………………………………………………………………….. 

13. I would rather stay at home. 

 I prefer…………………………………………………………………………. 

14. Collecting comics is easy. 

 It‟s ……………………………………………………………………………… 

15. I find math difficult. 

 It‟s………………………………………………………………………………. 

16. She likes watching TV better. 

 She prefers……………………………………………………………………… 

17.  Would you like to see a movie with me tonight? 

 What about……………………………………………………………………… 

18. They are going to buy a new bike tomorrow. 

 They intend………………………………………………………........................ 

19. He takes part in playing marbles. 

 He joins………………………………………………………………………….. 

20. Should we go swimming now? 

 Let‟s……………………………………………………………………………… 

B. Rearrangement: 

1. the school / Nga is / theater group / of / a member. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. get together / often / their stamps / talk about / he and his friends / and. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. different activities / the students / school hours / after / enjoy. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. aren‟t / at the moment / good movies on / there / any. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

5. to go / on Sunday / would you like / with me / to a party? 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

6. are doing / many / service / young people / community. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

7. the guitar / she / such as / a musical instrument / learns to play. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

8. stamps or coins / enjoys / Long / such as / collecting things. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

9. with / old people / help / shopping or cleaning / their / we. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

10. after school / every day / he / swimming / practices. 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
UNIT 7: THE WORLD OF WORK (HHT) 

 

 I. LISTEN:         TRUE or FALSE. 

  Exercise 1: (A1/p72) 

1. Hoawill be late for school       1.………… 

2. Her classes finish at 11: 15       2. ………… 

3. Hoaspends about 4 hours to do her homework each day   3.………… 

4. Her summer vacationlasts for almost three months   4. ………....  

 Exercise 2: (A3/p 74) 

1. Tim gets a lot of gifts at Christmas.     1. ………… 

2. At Thanksgiving, there are always lots of good food   2.………… 
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3. There is always a large firework display on Independence Day  3. ………… 

4. On New Year‟s Eve, Tom can stay up until midnight and celebrate with his parents 

           4. ………… 

 

II. PRONUNCIATION: Choose the word whose main stress pattern is not the same as 

that of the others 

1. A. period B. realize C. campaign D. concert  1. ………… 

2. A. rehearse B. wedding  C. repair D. event 2. ………… 

3. A. definitely B.calculator C. comfortable D. entertainment  3. ………… 

4. A.portable B. holiday  C. teenager D. vacation 4. ………… 

5. A. relax B. receive C. period D. enjoy  5. ………… 

6. A. indoor B. orchestra  C. horrible D. reader  6. ………… 

7. A. lazy B. holiday C. atlas  D. rehearse 7. ………… 

8. A. public B. comic C. vacation D. typical 8. ………… 

9. A. realize B. collection C. campaign D. collector 9. ………… 

10. A. typical B. vacation C. period D. buffalo  10. ……… 

 

III. MULTIPLE CHOICE: 
1. The summer vacation __________ for almost three months. 

 A. longs B. lasts C. is D. last 

2. My sister loves __________stamps  

 A. collect B. is collecting C. collecting D. collects 

3. I __________come and see you someday. 

 A.  will B. am C. don't D. is 

4. What will you do __________your vacation? 

 A. to B.  in C. during D. at 

5. Mr. Tuan has __________days off than Mr. Jones 

 A. many B. less C. fewer D. much 

6. Jane is __________ beautiful than her sister. 

 A.  fewer B. the most C. more D. least 

7. Thanh helps children to learn. She is a __________. 

 A. doctor B. teacher C. musician D. dentist 

8. Which Vietnamese vacation is __________? 

 A. long B. longer C. the longest D. the longer 

9. Mr. Jones repair machine in a factory. He's a __________. 

 A. shop assistant B. nurse C. mechanic D. doctor 

10. I find this book __________. 

 A. is interesting B. interesting C. interested D. is interested 

11. He usually works very __________before tests. 

 A. keen B. hardly C. hard D. keenly 

12. She works __________hours than any workers. 

 A. more B. few C. many D. much 

13. Our classes start __________than her classes. 

 A. early B. earlier C. more early D. earliest 

14. It __________her two hours each day to do her homework. 

 A. take B. needs C. takes D. wants 

15. My birthday is __________April 4th. 

 A. in B. at C. on D. for 

16. A cage for chicken is a __________.  

 A. chicken shed B. chicken coop C. buffalo shed D. animal shed 

17. At recess,__________activity is talking. 

 A. more popular B. most popular C. the most popularD. the more popular 
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18. This book is   _____________ interesting of the three. 

 A. most B. more C. the most D. the more 

19.We __________this film boring. 

 A. watch B. find C. think D. see 

20.They have towork very hard on their farm. 

 A. should  B. want C. must D. need 

 

IV. CAUTION SIGNS – WARNINGS:  

 

1. What does this road sign mean? 

 

A. housing 

B. horse racing 

C. hospital 

D. hills 

2. What does this road sign mean? A. No parking 

B. Wheelchair only or disabled person parking 

C. No standing 

D. Winding road ahead 

3. What does this notice say? A. Do not come in if you are not wearing the right 

clothes 

B. Use this door to go outside 

C. You can buy your uniform here 

D. You shouldn‟t play here 

4. What does this notice say? 

 

A. You can bring books home 

B. You can buy books here 

C. When you finish reading, return to the librarian 

D. When you finish reading, put back all the books 

5. What does this road sign mean? 

 

 

A. no parking 

B. bicycles are allowed on this road 

C. no stopping 

D. no bicycles are allowed on this road 

 

V. CLOZE TEXT:  
Exercise 1: 

Tim goes to junior high school in California. He‟s Hoa‟s pen pal. His mother works (1) 

______ home. She takes (2) ______ of the family. Three mornings a week, she works part-

time at a local supermarket. She and other women also cook lunch for (3) ______ people 

once a week. His father works five days a week for about 40 hours. He has fewer (4) 

______ than his mother. His father has a (5) ______ summer vacation and his family 

always goes to Florida (6) ______ vacation. 

1. A. in  B. at   C. on   D. from 

2. A. care   B. after  C. part   D. time 

3. A. home  B. homeless  C. house  D. houses 

School Uniform 

Department 

This floor 

STUDENT LIBRARY 

(return books to shelves after 

use) 
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4. A. day of  B. days of  C. day off  D. days off 

5. A. three-week B. three-weeks C. three week  D. three weeks 

6. A. in  B. at   C. on   D. when 

 

Exercise 2: 

Hoa‟s parents are farmers. They work very (1) ______ on their farm. They usually start 

work (2) ______ six in the morning. After they have breakfast, they feed the buffalo, pigs 

and chicken and they collect the eggs. From about nine in the morning (3) ______ four in 

the evening, they work in the fields. They grow some rice but their main (4) ______ is 

vegetables. Four or five times a year when there is (5) ______ work, Hoa‟s father takes a 

day off. He goes to the city with his wife. A farmer has (6) ______ real vacation. 

1. A. hard  B. hardly  C. lazy  D. lazily 

2. A. in  B. at   C. on   D. when 

3. A. to   B. until  C. till   D. all are correct 

4. A. tree  B. plant  C. crop  D. all are correct 

5. A. less  B. few   C. much  D. many 

6. A. not  B. no   C. none  D. nothing 

 

 VI. READING COMPREHENSION: 

A. July 2
nd

 

Dear Tim, 

Thanks for your letter. I am very glad to hear that you are fine. I am fine, too. It‟s 

really interesting to know about vacations of American students. 

You are right. We have fewer vacations than American students. Each year, we just 

have about four vacations. We have a day off for Independent Day on September 2
nd

, two 

days off on April 30
th

 and May Day. Our most important vacation is Tet. Tet holiday often 

lasts for nine or ten days. Our longest vacation is summer vacation. It lasts for almost three 

months. We usually spend our vacation time with our families. We don‟t have vacations for 

Easter, Thanksgiving and Christmas, but we also celebrate them. 

Please write and tell me your last summer vacation. 

Your friend, 

Hoa 

          True or False 

1. American students have more vacations than Vietnamese ones.  1………... 

2. Tet holiday lasts for one week.       2………... 

3. In Vietnam, no other vacations are longer than summer vacation.  3………... 

4. Vietnamese students have days off for Christmas.    4………... 

Choose the best options: 
5. What does the word “interesting” mean?     5………... 

 A. boring B. hard C. exciting D. nervous 

6. The passage is about __________.      6………... 

 A. The vacations that American students have each year. 

 B. The vacations that Vietnamese students have each year. 

 C. What Tim does during his vacations. 

 D. Hoa will go to America to learn English. 

 

B. Hoa‟s parents work very hard on their farm. They usually start work at 

six in the morning. After they have breakfast, they feed the buffalo, pigs and 

chicken, and collect the eggs. From about nine in the morning until four in the 

afternoon, they work in the fields. They grow some rice, but their main crop is 

vegetables. From twelve to one o‟clock, theyrest and eat lunch. At four in the 
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afternoon, they come back home. They feed the animals again. Then they clean the 

buffalo shed and the chicken coop. Their work usually finishes at six. 

True or False 

1. Hoa‟s parents are farmers.      1………... 

2. Rice and vegetables are their main crops.     2………... 

3. They rest and have lunch for one hour.     3………... 

4. They come back home at six in the afternoon.    4………... 

Choose the best options: 
5. What does the word “rest” mean?     5………... 

 A. relax B. stop C. repair D. review 

6. The passage is about __________.     6………... 

 A. Hoa‟s parents don‟t have any vacations. 

 B. Hoa‟s parents feel happy because they work very hard. 

 C.Hoa is living with her parents now. 

 D. A working day of Hoa‟s parents. 

 

  VII. WORD FORM: 

1. I find History really (interest)______.      1……………… 

2. I hope you‟ll join in our Christmas (celebrate)______.   2……………… 

3. He earns (much)______ money than his wife.     3……………… 

4. Summer holiday is the (long)______ holiday in Vietnam.   4……………… 

5. I will (definite)______ be back by ten.      5……………… 

6. Vietnamese (study)______ have fewer vacations than American ones. 6……………… 

7. We should do more to help (home)______ people.    7……………… 

8. She knows (little)______ than I do about it.     8……………… 

9. People send Christmas (greet)______ to each other.    9……………… 

10. Mr. Robinson is an English (teach)______.     10……………… 

11. We all enjoy (walk)______ along the beach in the morning.  11……………… 

12. Bill is (good)______ than you.       12……………… 

13. A few people go to the (meet)______.     13……………… 

14. After school, students can (choice)______ from many activities.  14……………… 

15. A (farm)______ have to work hard in the fields.    15……………… 

16. What a (bore)______ film!       16……………… 

17. My (birth)______ is on April 4
th

.      17……………… 

18. A student has to (view)______ his or her work before tests.  18……………… 

19. Many people think that students have an easy (live)______.  19……………… 

20. Mr. Jones is a (machine)______. He‟s working in a factory.  20……………… 

 

 

 

 

VIII. WRITE: 

A. Transformation: 

1. That book is less interesting than this book. 

     This book  ................................................................................................................  

2. It takes her one hour to do her homework. 

    She spends  ...............................................................................................................  

3. We will have a vacation that lasts for three months. 

   We will  .....................................................................................................................  

4. Tim has more pens than Hoa. 

   Hoa ............................................................................................................................  

5. I like eating fish better than meat. 
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  I prefer  .......................................................................................................................  

6.  His Mom has more days off than his Dad. 

  His Dad .......................................................................................................................  

7.  Should we take a rest? 

  What about ………………………………………………………………………….? 

8.  The subject he likes best is English. 

  His favorite  ................................................................................................................  

9.  Lan learns Math very well. 

  Lan is  .........................................................................................................................  

10. My classmate enjoys collecting stamps. 

  Her classmate  ............................................................................................................  

 

B Rearrangement:  

1. you‟ll / school / be late for / tomorrow /. 

 ………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2.  each day / two hours / about / takes / that / . 

   ....................................................................................................................................  
3.  my / almost three months / lasts for / summer vacation / . 

   ....................................................................................................................................  
4.  but / work very hard, / we   / we/ have fun working together /. 

   ....................................................................................................................................  
5.  for / do her homework / a day / does Hoa / how many hours / ? 

  ....................................................................................................................................  
6.  fewer hours / you work / do / thanHoa/ ? 

  ....................................................................................................................................  
7.  we / with our families / spend time / usually / on these vacations/ . 

  ....................................................................................................................................  
8.  she / before tests / review/ her work / also has to /. 

  ....................................................................................................................................  
9.  has / than my Mom / fewer days off / He / . 

  ....................................................................................................................................  
10  a. / also has / He / three-week / summer vacation. 

………………. .............................................................................................................  

 

UNIT 8: PLACES (TB) 

I. LISTEN:   

A. Listen to the CD and decide whether the statements are True or False: (B1/P83) 

1. Liz is at the post office now.      _____________ 

2. She‟d like to send a letter to France.     _____________ 

3. She needs some stamps and some envelopes.    _____________ 

4. Liz has to pay 11.500 đong altogether.     _____________ 

 

B. Listen to the CD and decide whether the or False statements are True: (B2/P84) 

1. Nga and Hoa are going to the post office before school.  _____________ 

2. Hoa needs some local and overseas stamps and a phone card. _____________  

3. Hoa writes to his American friend, Tim every month.       _____________ 

4. She phones her friend once a week.          _____________ 

 

II. PRONUNCIATION:  

Choose the word whose main stress pattern is not the same as that of the others: 

1. A. ahead  B. second  C. welcome   D. supermarket 
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2. A. hotel  B. police  C. excuse   D. souvenir 

3. A. restaurant B. second  C. museum   D. factory 

4. A. about  B. altogether  C. between   D. receive 

5. A. envelope B. letter  C. overseas   D. postcard 

6. A. local  B. regular  C. hotel   D. station 

7. A. machine B. theater  C. bookstore   D. office 

8. A. pharmacy B. café  C. direction   D. market 

9. A. opposite B. total  C. important   D. bakery 

10. A. famous B. easy  C. relax   D. pastime  

 
III. MULTIPLE CHOICE: 

1. ……………….. a post office near here? 

 A. Is B. Are C. Do D. Does 

2. Could you tell me how ………………. Ben Thanh market? 

A. get B. to get C. getting D. to get to 

3. How much does a letter to the USA……………….? 

A. is B. cost C. take D. are 

4. How ………………. is it from Ha Noi to Ho Chi Minh city?-  about 1.700 kilometers. 

A. long B. wide C. far D. high 

5. I‟d like ………………. this letter to Ha Noi. 

A. to send B. sending C. send D. send to 

6.  ………………. do you write to each other? – Twice a month. 

A. How far B. how long C. how many D. how often 

7. How ………………. does it take to get to Hue by coach? – About 12 hours. 

A. far B. long C. much D. many 

8. My brother is good at ……………… English. 

A. to study B. studying C. studies D. study 

9. Children should ……………… to bed early. 

A. to go B. go  C. going D. go in 

10. What about ……………… Ha Long Bay? 

A. to visit B. visiting to C. visit D. visiting  

11. She‟d like to mail a letter ………………Ha Noi. 

A. with B. for  C. to D. in 

12. Excuse me. Could you ……………… me the way to the nearest bank, please? 

A. tell B. say C. talk D. speak 

13. ……………… there any souvenir shops near here? 

A. Are B. Am C. Is D. Be 

14. The bank is …………… the hotel ……………… the restaurant. It‟s opposite the 

hospital. 

A. between- with B. in front- with C. between- and D. in front –and 

15. I need some stamps. How ……………… are those?- They are 3000dong. 

A. many B. far  C. long D. much 

16. He phones his parents once ………………  

A. one week B. a week C. the week D. once a week 

17. I told the taxi driver to keep the.……………. 

A. stamp B. mail C. change D. card 

18. ……………… can I get there from here.- You can take a bus. 

A. How B. What C. Where D. When 

19. It ……………… about two hours to get there. 

A. gets B. has C. needs D. takes 

20. Hoa goes to the post office because she needs ……………… a phone card. 

A. buy B. to buy C. buying D. buys 
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IV. CAUTION SIGNS – WARNINGS: 

 

1. What does the sign say? 

 

A. No left turn. 

B. No stopping. 

C. No U-turn. 

D. Detour ahead. 

2. What does the sign want us to do? 

 

A. All traffic turn left. 

B. No left turn. 

C. No U-turn. 

D. Truck route to the left. 

3. What does the sign want us to do? A. You can park here 

B. You can‟t park here 

C. You can go into the street 

D. You can  do fast 

4. What does the sign want us to do? 

 

A. Cars are allowed to turn right 

B. Cars aren‟t allowed to turn right 

C. Cars aren‟t allowed to turn left 

D. No vehicle is allowed to turn right 

5. What does the sign want us to do? 

 

A. There is a railway 

B. There is a construction 

C. There is a market 

D. There are pedestrians 

 

V. CLOZE TEXT: 

A.  Hoa and Nga are (1) ……………… to the post office after school. Hoa needs to buy 

some local stamps, stamps for overseas mail. She also needs a phone card. She would (2) 

……………… some local stamps and some stamps for overseas mail because she has a (3) 

……………… in American.  His name is Tim. They(4) ……………to each other once a 

month. He tells her (5)   ……………… his life in American. She also needs a phone card to 

(6) ……………… her parents once a week. 

 

1. A. goes B. going C. to go D. go 

2. A. likes B. to like C. liking D. like 

3. A. pen pal B. pen pals C. pal pen D. pal pens 

4. A. are writing B. to write C. write D. writes 

5. A to B. about C. with D. on 

6. A. phone B. talk C. speak D. say 

 

B.  

Liz:      Excuse me. I‟d like to send this letter (1) ……………… the USA. How much is it? 

Clerk: It‟s 9,500 dong. 
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Liz: And I (2)……………… some envelopes. How much are those? 

Clerk: (3) ……………… 2,000 dong. 

Liz: Ok. I‟ll (4) ……………… them. How much is that altogether, please? 

Clerk: Well, stamps for your letter (5) ……………… 9,500 dong. The envelopes are 2,000 

dong. That is 11, 5000 dong altogether then, please. 

Liz: Here you are 15,000 dong. 

Clerk: And here is your (6) ………………Thanks. 

Liz: Thank you. Bye. 

 

1. A. to  B. from C. at D. of 

2. A. am needing B. are going to need C. will need D. need 

3. A. there are B. It is C. there is D. they are 

4. A. to take B. taking C. take D. takes 

5. A. costs B. to cost  C. will cost D. cost 

6. A. changes B. change C. changing D. to change 

 

VI. READING COMPREHENSION:  

A. I live in Amsterdam, the bicycle capital of the world. My city is famous for using 

bicycles as a popular means of transportation. The city makes many paths for bicycles. 

People here love riding bicycles because they are cheap and eco-friendly. Although less 

popular than bicycle, traveling by public transportation is still easy and quick in 

Amsterdam. Cars are not popular here as the city makes it more expensive to use them; 

however, they are still the main cause of traffic jams in Amsterdam. 

Answer True or False 

1. Amsterdam is famous for having lots of bicycles.    _____________ 

2. People ride bicycles in Amsterdam because they‟re cheap and eco-friendly._____________ 

3. There are not many roads for bicycles.      _____________ 

4. Bicycles are the main cause of traffic jams in Amsterdam.   _____________ 

 

Choose the best answer 

5. What does the word “they” in the last line mean?   

 A. people  B. cars  C. bicycles  D. B&C are correct 

6. The passage is about ___________ 

 A. Amsterdam is a capital of Holland. 

 B. There are many cars in Amsterdam.  

 C. Bicycle is a popular means of transportation in Amsterdam.  

 D. All are correct. 

 

B. The kiwi lives only in New Zealand. It is a very strange bird because it cannot fly. The 

kiwi is the same size as a chicken. It has no wings or tail. It doesn‟t have any feathers like 

other birds. It has hair on its body. Each foot has four toes. Its beak is very long. A kiwi 

likes a lot of trees around it. It  

sleeps during the day because the sunlight hurts its eyes. It can smell things with its nose. It 

is the only bird in the world that can smell things. The kiwi‟s eggs are very big. 

There are only a few kiwis in New Zealand now. People never see them. The government 

says that people cannot kill kiwis. New Zealanders want their kiwis to live. There is a 

picture of a kiwi on New Zealand money. People from New Zealand are sometimes called 

kiwis. 

Answer True or False 

1. Kiwis live in Australia and New Zealand.     ______________ 

2. A kiwi doesn‟t have a long beak.      ______________ 

3. A kiwi sleeps during the day because light hurts its eyes.   ______________ 
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4. The New Zealand government doesn‟t want people kill kiwis.  ______________  

 

 

Choose the best answer 

5. What does the word “it” in line two mean? 

A. A kind of bird B. A kind of fruit C. A chicken  D. A&B are correct 

6. The passage is about ____________ 

 A. A strange bird in New Zealand.   

B. New Zealanders like kiwis. 

 C. A kiwi and a chicken have the same height. 

 D. None is correct.  

 

VII. WORD FORM:  

1. You should do exercise ______________ to keep fit. (regular) 

2. Do you need any stamps for ______________ mail? (sea) 

3. Where is the _____________ post office? (near) 

4. There are many _____________ after the fire. (home) 

5. Don‟t worry. I will give you the _______________ to the post office. (direct) 

6. Is Mai‟s father a ______________? (teach) 

7. We find working on the farm really ______________. We love it. (interest) 

8. She has ____________ books than her brother. (few) 

9. The children are _____________ music in that room. (practice) 

10. The teacher gives us a lot of _____________ to do at home. (assign) 

11. My friend has a large _______________ of stamps. (collect) 

12. Students enjoy different ______________ after school hours. (active) 

13. ____________, the nicest apartment is also the cheapest. (luck) 

14. He feels _____________ because he doesn‟t have any friends here. (happy) 

15. What an _____________ house! (amaze) 

16. Miss Lan is a new ______________ in our school library. (library) 

17. Children feel happy and ______________ during recess. (excite) 

18. The schoolyard is always _____________ at recess. (noise) 

19. Bao likes drawing. He will be a _____________ artist one day. (fame) 

20. Why is Hoa _____________? (worry) 

 

VIII. WRITE: 

A.  Transformations: 

1.  Collecting comics is easy. 

→ It's ________________________________________________________________. 

2. Do you have a cheaper computer than this?  

→ Is this ______________________________________________________________. 

3. He collects stamps.  

→ He is a ______________________________________________________________. 

4. The hospital is opposite the police station.  

→ The police station is ____________________________________________________. 

5. Could you tell me the way to the supermarket? 

→ Could you ___________________________________________________________? 

6.  How much is an envelope?  

→ What is _____________________________________________________________ ? 

7. How much are these shoes? 

→ How much ___________________________________________________________ ? 

8. There are 10 elephants and lions in that zoo. 
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→ That zoo ______________________________________________________________.            

9. Does Lan live in District 5? 

→ Is Lan‟s ______________________________________________________________ ? 

10. Why do you need a phone card?         

 → What do you __________________________________________________________ ?         

 

B. Rearrangements. 

1. difficult / It's / to learn / for me/ English .  

→ It‟s ___________________________________________________________________. 

2. their housework/ with / helping / / What about/ old people ? 

→ What _________________________________________________________________?  

3. that lasts / The students/  a recess / 20 minutes/ have . 

→ The ___________________________________________________________________. 

4. interesting than / Listening/  is more/  watching films/ to music .  

→ Listening ______________________________________________________________. 

5. sports / to play /  I / after school/ advise you .   

→ I _____________________________________________________________________. 

6. her / It takes / to school / about five minutes to go/ by bike . 

→ It _____________________________________________________________________.              

7. playing / Mai / badminton/ fond of/ is  . 

→Mai____________________________________________________________________. 

8. with her friends/  interested in / Lan/  is /  playing  volleyball/  .  

→ Lan ___________________________________________________________________  

9. They / free / are usually / weekend / the/ on. .   

→ They __________________________________________________________________ 

10. Students / household appliances / to repair / learn how/ in Electronics. 

→ Students_______________________________________________________________.              
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